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Abstract: Human thrombopoietin (hTPO) primarily stimulates megakaryocytopoiesis and platelet

production and is neutralized by the mouse TN1 antibody. The thermodynamic characteristics of
TN1 antibody–hTPO complexation were analyzed by isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) using an

antigen-binding fragment (Fab) derived from the TN1 antibody (TN1-Fab). To clarify the mechanism

by which hTPO is recognized by TN1-Fab the conformation of free TN1-Fab was determined to a
resolution of 2.0 Å using X-ray crystallography and compared with the hTPO-bound form of TN1-

Fab determined by a previous study. This structural comparison revealed that the conformation of

TN1-Fab does not substantially change after hTPO binding and a set of 15 water molecules is
released from the antigen-binding site (paratope) of TN1-Fab upon hTPO complexation. Interesting-

ly, the heat capacity change (DCp) measured by ITC (21.52 6 0.05 kJ mol21 K21) differed signifi-

cantly from calculations based upon the X-ray structure data of the hTPO-bound and unbound
forms of TN1-Fab (21.02 ~ 0.25 kJ mol21 K21) suggesting that hTPO undergoes an induced-fit con-

formational change combined with significant desolvation upon TN1-Fab binding. The results shed

light on the structural biology associated with neutralizing antibody recognition.
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Introduction

Human thrombopoietin (hTPO) is a cytokine that is

a primary factor in megakaryocytopoiesis (from

megakaryocyte colony formation to platelet produc-

tion) as well as differentiation and proliferation of

progenitor cells of multiple hematopoietic lineages.1

hTPO comprises 332 amino acid residues, its 153-

residue N-terminal region is homologous to human

erythropoietin with which it shares 23% sequence

identity and is sufficient for receptor binding and

signal transduction.2–4

hTPO is currently under investigation for its

potential use in the treatment of thrombocytopenia

resulting from acquired immune deficiency syn-

drome, chemotherapy and radiotherapy for cancer

and leukemia, and for the in vivo and ex vivo expan-

sion of hematopoietic stem cells for bone marrow

transplantation.5,6 Several recombinant forms of

hTPO have been utilized in human clinical trials;

however, recent trials were canceled because of the

generation of autoantibodies in some patients and

healthy subjects.7–9 Antigenicity exhibited by hTPO

was also reported in clinical trials using human

erythropoietin and insulin.10–13 Although the mecha-

nisms underlying the antigenicity of these proteins

are unknown, biophysical properties associated with

protein structure and thermodynamics are hypothe-

sized to be prime contributors.14–16

Previously, the crystal structure of hTPO in

complex with an antigen-binding fragment (Fab)

derived from the hTPO-neutralizing murine mono-

clonal antibody TN117 was described; however,18,19

the crystal structure of free hTPO has yet to be

reported. The difficulties associated with the crystal-

lographic analysis of free hTPO may relate to its

physicochemical properties; possibly, hTPO is

highly-flexible and structurally stabilized by com-

plexation with TN1. Building upon this hypothesis

we investigated TN1 antibody binding to probe bio-

physical properties of hTPO.

Recent studies have examined the thermody-

namic and structural changes that occur upon pro-

tein–protein or protein–nucleic acid complexation by

comparing the results of isothermal titration calo-

rimetry (ITC) and structural analyses.20–32 Thermo-

dynamic parameters obtained using calorimetric

measurements can reveal fundamental aspects of

protein–protein interactions; for example, the inter-

action between granulocyte colony stimulating factor

and its receptor is an enthalpy driven process

(involving formation of favorable interactions at the

molecular recognition interface),33,34 whereas the

interaction between erythropoietin and its receptor

is an entropy driven process (involving the release of

surface bound solvent molecules at the molecular

recognition interface).35 Interaction analysis using

ITC is an effective method to quantify the

thermodynamic changes associated with molecular

binding interactions specific to antibody–antigen

complexation,24,30–32,36–41 which typically proceeds

via an enthalpy driven process.42 X-ray structure

information associated with antibody–antigen bind-

ing is useful to structurally interpret the thermody-

namic changes that occur during an antibody–

antigen interaction. We investigated the thermody-

namic changes associated with TN1-Fab–hTPO bind-

ing using ITC analysis and determined the crystal

structure of the hTPO-unbound form of TN1-Fab

using X-ray crystallographic analysis. Structure

determination of the hTPO unbound form of TN1-

Fab and its comparison with that of the hTPO

bound form of TN1-Fab can reveal the thermody-

namic changes caused by TN1-Fab–hTPO binding

from a structural perspective of the TN1-Fab compo-

nent – a practical strategy since successful determi-

nation of the crystal structure of free hTPO has so

far proven elusive. X-ray crystallographic analysis

shows that the conformation of free TN1-Fab is very

similar to that of the hTPO bound form of TN1-Fab.

ITC analysis reveals that TN1-Fab–hTPO binding

yields a relatively large negative heat capacity

change (DCp). Comparison of the DCp values

obtained from the ITC and X-ray crystallographic

analyses suggests that an induced-fit conformational

change and/or desolvation of hTPO are associated

with TN1-Fab binding.

Results

TN1-fab–hTPO163 binding measured using ITC

The thermodynamic parameters of the binding of

TN1-Fab to residues 1–163 of the N-terminal region

of hTPO (hTPO163) were quantified using ITC. Titra-

tion of TN1-Fab with hTPO163 showed an exothermic

reaction [Fig. 1(A)] and the derived thermodynamic

parameters are summarized in Table I. A 1:1 binding

model is supported since all data are well fit by a one-

site model but poorly fit by other models (a two-site

model and a sequential binding sites model), and the

fitted stoichiometry is 1:1 [Fig. 1(B), Table I]. ITC

showed that the binding of TN1-Fab to hTPO163 is an

enthalpy driven process (Table I).

The temperature dependencies of DHobs, DG0,

and 2TDS0 are shown in Figure 1(C). DG0 is almost

constant in the temperature range measured (283–

303 K), which is associated with an enthalpy–entro-

py compensation (with slopes of DHobs and -TDS0

versus temperature being equivalent in magnitude

but opposite in sign).43 Furthermore, the plot of

DHobs versus temperature is linear, indicating that

DCp remains constant in the temperature range

used in these experiments (283–303 K). The DCp

value for the binding of TN1-Fab to hTPO163 was
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approximately 21.52 kJ mol21 K21 and is character-

istic of desolvation of hydrophobic groups.

The van’t Hoff enthalpy of binding (DHvH) is

also obtained from the –R ln Ka versus 1/T plot

using the van’t Hoff equation (see Materials and

Methods). DHvH is estimated to be 24.4 kJ mol21

from a linear least square fit of the –R ln Ka versus

1/T plot [Fig. 1(D)] [Eq. (3)]. DHvH differs from DHobs

in both magnitude and sign.

Overall structure of TN1-fab
The X-ray crystal structure of unbound TN1-Fab was

determined to a resolution of 2.0 Å. The overall struc-

ture of TN1-Fab consists of heavy and light chains

comprising the variable region of the heavy chain

(VH), constant region of the heavy chain (CH1), vari-

able region of the light chain (VL), and constant region

of light chain (CL) (Fig. 2). Upon antigen binding, the

relative locations of the constant (Fc) and variable

(Fv) regions of the TN1 antibody shifted, as shown in

Figure 2. The elbow angle of TN1-Fab complex (i.e.,

the intersection angle of the two pseudo-dyad axes

generated by the superposition of CL onto CH1 and VL

on to VH
44) was calculated to clarify the change in the

relative locations of the Fc and Fv regions upon anti-

gen binding. As a measure of the relative orientation

of the Fc and Fv, the elbow angle was used to compare

the bound and unbound Fab structures and assess the

Fab switch-region flexibility. Using the web-based

Elbow Angle Calculation server (http://proteinmodel.

org/AS2TS/RBOW/index.html),44 the elbow angles of

the hTPO163-bound and unbound forms of TN1-Fab

were determined to be 134.78 and 156.38, respectively;

thus, upon antigen binding, the relative locations of

Table I. Thermodynamic Parameters of the Binding of TN1-Fab to hTPO163 Measured at Different Temperatures

Temperature (K)
Number of binding

sites n
Association constant

Ka (M21)
DG0

(kJ mol21)
DHobs

(kJ mol21)
2TDS0

(kJ mol21)

283 1.1 8.0 6 2.9 3 108 248.3 6 2.4 262.3 6 0.4 14.0 6 2.0
288 1.0 6.5 6 2.8 3 108 248.6 6 2.0 277.0 6 0.4 28.4 6 1.6
293 1.0 3.7 6 1.1 3 108 248.1 6 3.0 277.7 6 0.5 29.6 6 2.5
298 1.0 7.3 6 1.3 3 108 250.6 6 4.3 289.7 6 0. 1 39.1 6 4.3
303 1.0 18.3 6 8.2 3 108 253.8 6 2.0 292.6 6 0.3 38.9 6 1.7

Figure 1. Results of TN1-Fab–hTPO163 binding measured using ITC. A: Titration calorimetry signals of TN1-Fab–hTPO163 bind-

ing reaction (lower line) with corresponding blank titration (upper line) at 298 K. B: Integrated heat profile of the calorimetric

titration at 298 K. Solid circles are integrated data. Solid line is a best-fit using a 1:1 binding model. C: Temperature-

dependence plot of DHobs, DG0, and 2TDS0. DG0 and 2TDS0 values were calculated using Eqs. (1) and (2). D: –R ln Ka versus

1/T plot. A linear least square fitting (dash line) by Eq. (3) yields a slope of 24.4 kJ mol21.
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the Fc and Fv of TN1-Fab shifted by 21.68 in the crys-

tal structures.

The structures of TN1-Fab with and without

bound hTPO163 were compared based on the Ca

atoms of all residues; the root-mean-square devia-

tions (RMSDs) of the heavy chain, and the light

chain were 2.5, and 2.1 Å, respectively (Table II).

These relatively large RMSDs principally reflect the

difference in elbow angle. The tertiary structures of

TN1-Fab with and without bound hTPO163 were also

superposed based on the Ca atoms of the Fc and Fv,

as shown in Figure 3(A,B). The RMSDs for the Ca

atoms of the Fc and Fv were 0.6 and 0.5 Å, respec-

tively, indicating that the main chain structures of

the Fc and Fv are essentially unchanged upon

hTPO163 binding (Table II). The main chains of each

domain (VH, CH1, VL, and CL) were also superposed

Figure 2. The overall structure of TN1-Fab. (A) and (B) show the free TN1-Fab (PDB ID: 2ZKH, this work) and TN1-Fab–

hTPO163 complex (PDB ID: 1V7M), respectively. For free TN1-Fab, the heavy and light chains are represented by red and yel-

low, respectively. For the TN1-Fab–hTPO163 complex, the heavy and light chains of TN1-Fab are represented by blue and

green, respectively, and hTPO163 is depicted in gray. The dotted lines show the two pseudo-dyad axes generated by the super-

position of CL on to CH1, and of VL on to VH.

Figure 3. A structural comparison of each domain of TN1-

Fab with and without hTPO163. The color is as in Figure 2. A:

Superposition of the Fv (VL and VH). The RMSD for Ca atoms

of the Fv was 0.5 Å. B: Superposition of the Fc (CL and CH1).

The RMSD for Ca atoms of the Fc was 0.6 Å. The dotted

lines show the two pseudo-dyad axes. (C)–(F) show a relaxed

stereo view of the main chains of VH, CH1, VL, and CL,

respectively, in which each domain of TN1-Fab is super-

posed based on the Ca atoms.

Table II. RMSD of the tertiary structure of TN1-Fab:
a structural comparison between the hTPO163-bound
and unbound forms of TN1-Fab

RMSD (Å)

Ca atoms Side-chain atoms All atoms

Whole structure 2.4 3.1 2.7
Heavy chain 2.5 3.4 2.9
Light chain 2.1 2.4 2.2
Fv (VH, VL) 0.5 1.2 1.0
Fc (CH1, CL) 0.6 1.4 1.1
VH 0.5 1.5 1.1
CH1 0.5 1.2 1.0
VL 0.3 1.1 0.8
CL 0.4 1.4 1.0
CDR-H1 0.4 0.8 0.7
CDR-H2 0.4 1.5 1.1
CDR-H3 0.1 0.9 0.7
CDR-L1 0.2 1.0 0.7
CDR-L2 0.2 0.6 0.4
CDR-L3 0.3 1.0 0.8
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based on their Ca atoms (Fig. 3, panels C–F). The

RMSDs for the Ca atoms between the structures of

each domain with and without bound hTPO163 were

0.5, 0.5, 0.3, and 0.4 Å, respectively (Table II). These

results indicate that the main chain structure of

each Fc and Fv did not change significantly after

hTPO163 binding, although the elbow angle of TN1-

Fab did change.

Structure of the antigen-binding site of TN1-fab

According to convention,45 the six complementarity

determining regions (CDRs) of TN1-Fab comprise

CDR-H1 (G26–D35 in the heavy chain), CDR-H2

(E50–G68 in the heavy chain), CDR-H3 (W101–Y105

in the heavy chain), CDR-L1 (S24–Y33 in the light

chain), CDR-L2 (S49–S55 in the light chain), and

CDR-L3 (Q88–T96 in the light chain). All six CDRs

of TN1-Fab are directly involved in hTPO163 recogni-

tion.19 RMSDs were calculated from all six CDRs

and compared between TN1-Fab with and without

bound hTPO163 to investigate the structural changes

that occur in the CDRs of TN1-Fab. RMSD values

were 0.6 Å for all Ca atoms, 1.3 Å for the side-chain

atoms, and 1.0 Å for all atoms of the CDRs. The

RMSDs for the Ca atoms and side-chain atoms of

each CDR were less than 0.4 Å and 1.5 Å, respec-

tively (Table II). The RMSD for the side-chain atoms

of CDR-H2 was 1.5 Å, whereas the average RMSD

for the side-chain atoms of all CDRs was 1.0 Å.

Although the structural changes in CDR-H2 were

slightly larger, no significant shift in the CDRs,

including in side-chain conformation, was observed

after hTPO163 binding.

Residues directly involved in antigen recognition

(paratope) were also characterized. Figure 4 shows

the superimposition of the paratope structures of

TN1-Fab with and without bound hTPO163. The par-

atope of TN1-Fab includes the following residues:

S30, Y31, and Y33 in CDR-L1; Y48 and S49 in CDR-

L2; R90, Y93, and R95 in CDR-L3; D31 and W33 in

CDR-H1; N56 in CDR-H2; and W101, S102, and

L104 in CDR-H3.19 The RMSDs of the hTPO163-

bound and unbound forms of the paratope of TN1-

Fab were 0.6 Å for the Ca atoms and 1.0 Å for the

side-chain atoms.

The water molecules bound to the paratope of

TN1-Fab with and without bound hTPO163 were also

characterized. The crystal structure of free TN1-Fab

showed that 17 water molecules participate in

hydrogen bonds to the paratope residues within 3.4

Å (Table III). Only two of these 17 water molecules

(SOL 233 and SOL 237 bound to CDR-H3) are con-

served in the crystal structure of the TN1-Fab–

hTPO163 complex (PDB ID: 1V7M); thus, 15 solvent

that hydrate TN1-Fab are displaced at the TN1-

Fab–hTPO163 interface.

Discussion

ITC analysis of TN1-Fab–hTPO163 binding at 283–

303 K demonstrated a negative DHobs and a negative

Figure 4. A structural comparison of the paratope of TN1-Fab with and without hTPO163. This figure is a relaxed stereo dia-

gram shown from the viewpoint of the top of the CDRs. The black ellipse indicates the pseudo-dyad axis of the Fv. The color is

as in Figure 2. The residues of the paratope of TN1-Fab with and without hTPO163 are shown by bold and thin sticks,

respectively.
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DCp (21.52 6 0.05 kJ mol21 K21) signifying an

increase in the magnitude of - DHobs with tempera-

ture elevation and a decrease in hydrophobic surface

area upon TN1-Fab–hTPO163 complexation. More-

over, a structural comparison of the hTPO163-bound

and unbound forms of TN1-Fab revealed that confor-

mational changes in the CDRs or in each domain

(VL, VH, CL, and CH1) of TN1-Fab are unnecessary

for hTPO163 recognition. To correlate the thermody-

namic and structural data, the change in surface

area (DASA) was calculated from the crystal struc-

tures (PDB ID: 1V7M and 2ZKH), and DCpcalc asso-

ciated with TN1-Fab–hTPO163 complexation was

calculated using Equation (6) and the DASAs (see

Materials and Methods).31,46–50 Table IV summa-

rizes the ASAs of the structural parts (Structures

C–G) derived from the TN1-Fab–hTPO163 complex

(Structure A, PDB ID: 1V7M) and free TN1-Fab

(Structure B, PDB ID: 2ZKH), which are required to

calculate the DASAs. The TN1-Fab-bound form of

hTPO163 (Structure C), hTPO163-bound form of TN1-

Fab (Structure D), Fv –hTPO163 complex (Structure

E), and hTPO163-bound form of Fv (Structure F)

were derived from the TN1-Fab–hTPO163 complex

(Structure A). Free Fv (Structure G) was derived

from free TN1-Fab (Structure B). The difference in

the ASAs of Structures F (10,700 Å2) and G (10,287

Å2) indicates that the change in the elbow angle of

TN1-Fab and a small structural change in the Fv

may affect the DASA. The DASA s upon TN1-Fab–

hTPO163 complexation defined by Eq. (5) (see Mate-

rials and Methods) were calculated using binding

models and the ASAs of each structural part (Table

V). The maximum solvent-accessible surface area

[DASAtotal 5 2917 Å2 (DASAapolar) 2649 Å2

(DASApolar)] is obtained if the structure of TN1-Fab

or the Fv is unchanged upon hTPO163 binding (Mod-

els 1 or 3 in Table V). The minimum DASAtotal [24

Å2 (DASAapolar) 2233 Å2 (DASApolar)] is obtained if

the elbow angle and structure of the Fv of TN1-Fab

change upon hTPO163 binding (Model 2 in Table V).

Using these DASAs and Eq. (6), the DCpcalc values

were estimated to range from 0.25 to 21.02

kJ mol21 K21 (Table V). Therefore, there is a dis-

crepancy in DCp values between the ITC result

(21.52 kJ mol21 K21) and the X-ray crystallographic

result (0.25 to 21.02 kJ mol21 K21) of at least 20.5

kJ mol21 K21. The discrepancy in the DCp values

may be explained by the desolvation effects27,50–53 or

induced-fit conformational changes.31,54 However, in

the case of TN1-Fab–hTPO163 complexation, confor-

mational changes in the CDRs and in each domain

(VL, VH, CL, and CH1) of TN1-Fab are unnecessary

for hTPO163 recognition. The change in elbow angle

of TN1-Fab may be also unnecessary for hTPO163

recognition, since the elbow angle of the Fab frag-

ment has the inherent flexibility and is changed by

the crystal-packing environment.35 Moreover, the

hTPO163–TN1-Fab interface in the crystal structure

(PDB ID: 1V7M and 1V7N) is essentially desol-

vated.19 Therefore, the structural data indicates that

the discrepancy in DCp is likely based upon desolva-

tion of the TN1-Fab–hTPO163 interface and induced-

fit conformational change restricted to hTPO163.

The DCp for the desolvation of the paratope and

epitope can be estimated based on the previous com-

puted values of the hydration heat capacity changes

of amino acids for native conformations (Supporting

Information Table I).55 If the paratope residues of

the free TN1-Fab and the epitope residues of the

Table III. Water Molecules Bound to the Paratope in Free TN1-Fab (PDB ID: 2ZKH)

Chain Number Residue Atom Distance (Å) Atom Residue Number Chain

L 227 HOHa O 2.7 O Arg 95 L
232 HOHa O 2.9 N Tyr 93
268 HOHa O 3.4 O Arg 90

O 3.3 Nh1 Arg 95
274 HOHa O 2.7 O Tyr 31

O 2.7 N Arg 90
275 HOHa O 2.8 OH Tyr 33
292 HOHa O 2.9 O Ser 30
299 HOHa O 3.0 O Ser 30
302 HOHa O 3.0 Nh2 Arg 95

H 223 HOHa O 2.8 Od1 Asp 31 H
229 HOHa O 2.5 O Asp 31
233 HOH O 2.6 O Leu 104
235 HOHa O 2.6 O Asn 56
237 HOH O 2.8 Og Ser 102
239 HOHa O 3.2 N Ser 102
266 HOHa O 2.5 Od2 Asp 31
270 HOHa O 2.9 O Trp 101

O 3.2 O Ser 102
279 HOHa O 3.1 N Trp 33

a These water molecules are displaced in the crystal structure of the TN1-Fab–hTPO163 complex (PDB ID: 1V7M).
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free hTPO163 are fully hydrated and all those resi-

dues release water molecules by TN1-Fab–hTPO163

complexation, the paratope of TN1-Fab (one Asp,

one Leu, one Asn, two Arg, three Ser, two Trp, and

four Tyr residues)19 may yield 20.49 kJ mol21 K21

of DCp and the epitope of hTPO163 (two Ala, one

Glu, two Gly, one Lys, four Leu, two Pro, four Gln,

one Arg, one Ser and two Thr residues)19 may yield

20.80 kJ mol21 K21 of DCp. Therefore, approxi-

mately 21.29 kJ mol21 K21 of DCp is possible to be

yielded by desolvation from the TN1-Fab–hTPO163

interface. This DCp value falls in the range of DCp

values determined from the ITC and X-ray structure

data (20.5 to 21.77 kJ mol21 K21).

In actually, the comparison of the crystal struc-

tures of free TN1-Fab (PDB ID: 2ZKH) and the

TN1-Fab–hTPO163 complex (PDB ID: 1V7M) rev-

ealed that 15 water molecules are released from the

paratope of TN1-Fab upon hTPO163 binding (Table

III). A precise estimation of the contribution of

water molecules to the thermodynamic characteris-

tics of a protein is difficult; however, it is known

that the heat capacity of a water bound to protein is

higher than that of a bulk water by 10.5 J mol21

Table IV. ASAs Calculated from Each Part of the Crystal Structures

Structures
Schematic
drawing ASAapolar (Å2) ASApolar (Å2) ASAtotal (Å2)

A TN1-Fab–hTPO163 complex (PDB ID: 1V7M) 16,381 9,653 26,035

B Free TN1-Fab (PDB ID: 2ZKH) 11,361 7,333 18,695

C hTPO163 (derived from Structure A) 5,024 2,552 7,577

D TN1-Fab (derived from Structure A) 12,274 7,750 20,024

E Fv–hTPO163 complex (derived from Structure A) 10,789 5,922 16,711

F Fv (derived from Structure A) 6,682 4,018 10,700

G Fv (derived from Structure B) 6,372 3,915 10,287

Structures A and B are the TN1-Fab–hTPO163 complex (PDB ID: 1V7M) and free TN1-Fab (PDB ID: 2ZKH), respectively.
Structures C and D are the TN1-Fab-bound form of hTPO163 and the hTPO163-bound form of TN1-Fab, respectively. Struc-
tures E, F, and G are the Fv –hTPO163 complex, the hTPO163-bound form of Fv, and free Fv, respectively. Structures C, D,
E, and F are derived from Structure A (previous work16). Structure G is derived from Structure B (this work). ASAap, ASA-

pol, and ASAtotal are the apolar, polar, and total surface areas, respectively.

Table V. DASAs and DCpcalc Evaluated from Hypothetical Binding Models

Model number
Binding models for
DASAs calculation

DASAapolar

(Å2)
DASApolar

(Å2)
DASAtotal

(Å2)
DCpcalc

(kJ mol21 K21)

1 2917 2649 21566 20.85a, 21.02b

2 24 2233 2237 0.13a, 0.25b

3 2917 2649 21,566 20.85a, 21.02b

4 2607 2515 21,153 20.51a, 20.58b

Models 1 and 2 show the TN1-Fab–hTPO163 binding models. Model 1 assumes that the structure of TN1-Fab is unchanged
upon hTPO163 binding. Model 2 assumes that the structure of TN1-Fab is changed upon hTPO163 binding. Models 3 and 4
show the Fv –hTPO163 binding models. Model 3 assumes that the structure of Fv is unchanged upon hTPO163 binding. Mod-
el 4 assumes that the structure of Fv is changed upon hTPO163 binding. The DASAs were calculated using the ASAs shown
in Table III. Schematic drawings in binding models are also as in Table III.
a,bDCpcalc values calculated using Eq. (6) with Spolar’s coefficients,43,44 and Freire’s coefficients,45,46 respectively.
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K21.27,51,56 The release of 15 water molecules may

be converted into 20.16 kJ mol21 K21 of the DCp. If

an equivalent desolvation occurs at the interface of

hTPO163, it will yield a combined total of approxi-

mately 20.32 kJ mol21 K21 of the DCp. These DCp

yielded by desolvation show smaller negative values

than the discrepancy in DCp values between the ITC

result and the X-ray result of approximately 20.5 to

21.77 kJ mol21 K21. It seems unlikely that the

remaining DCp (20.5 1 0.32 kJ mol21 K21 to

21.77 1 0.16 kJ mol21 K21) is yielded by the desol-

vation of TN1-Fab excluding the interface because

TN1-Fab does not need to undergo conformational

changes in the paratope residues and each domain

(VL, VH, CL, and CH1) for hTPO163 recognition, and

the change in elbow angle of the Fab bears no rela-

tion to antigen recognition.44 On the other hand, the

entropically unfavorable negative DS0 obtained for

the TN1-Fab - hTPO163 binding reaction (Table I)

appears inconsistent with the entropically favorable

desolvation. The most parsimonious explanation for

this apparent inconsistency is that the entropic loss

caused by the structural restriction of hTPO163 upon

TN1-Fab binding is larger than the entropic gain

due to the desolvation; suggesting that the free

hTPO163 is a highly-flexible molecule. The discrep-

ancy between DHobs and DHvH also supports this

interpretation. ITC gives the global enthalpy

change, but our van’t Hoff analysis assumes a sim-

ple 1:1 binding model and ignores potential contribu-

tions from other processes such as protein

conformational changes, reorganization of solvent

and so on.28,57–59 Therefore, the discrepancy between

DHobs (262.3 � 292.6 kJ mol21) and DHvH (24.4

kJ mol21) for TN1-Fab – hTPO163 complexation indi-

cates that desolvation and/or conformational change

of hTPO163 occurs upon binding to TN1-Fab,

although the stoichiometry is 1:1.

Overall, the results suggest that the hTPO163

molecule is highly-flexible and undergoes a confor-

mational change combined with significant interface

desolvation upon binding to TN1-Fab. These physi-

cochemical properties of hTPO163 facilitate the

requirements for antibody binding and thus may be

a primary factor underlying its antigenic potential.

Materials and Methods

Materials
A non-glycosylated form of hTPO containing resi-

dues 1–163 of the N-terminal region (hTPO163) was

expressed in Escherichia coli and prepared as previ-

ously reported.18 The mouse antibody TN1 immuno-

globulin G (IgG) was raised against recombinant

hTPO14 and prepared through hybridoma cultivation

followed by affinity chromatography using a Protein

G agarose column (GE Healthcare). TN1 (Subclass

IgG1) recognizes the 153-residue N-terminal region

of hTPO. A Fab fragment derived from the TN1

antibody was prepared as previously reported.18

Thermodynamic parameters of TN1-fab–hTPO

binding
The thermodynamic parameters of TN1-Fab–

hTPO163 binding were determined using a VP-ITC

titration calorimeter (MicroCal Inc.). Approximately

1.6 mL of soluble TN1-Fab (14 lM) was titrated

with 5 lL aliquots of hTPO163 (258 lM) in 50 mM

sodium phosphate buffer (pH 6.0), containing

100 mM NaCl, at 283, 288, 293, 298, and 303 K.

Thermodynamic parameters were determined by

analysis of the ITC data using the manufacturer’s

Origin software (MicroCal Inc.). The end points of

the titration curves where the heat signal directly

disappeared provided the stoichiometry since the

concentration of both samples was known. The DCp

can be obtained from the enthalpy change DHobs

directly measured at different temperatures by ITC

(Table I).

The DG0 of binding is given in Eqs. (1) and (2).

DG05 2RT ln Ka (1)

DG05 DH2TDS0 (2)

where DG0 is the change in standard Gibbs free

energy, R is the gas constant (8.315 J mol21 K21),

Ka is the association constant, DS0 is the standard

entropy change and T is the absolute temperature.

Furthermore, from the Eqs. (1) and (2), the

van’t Hoff equation is given as

Table VI. Data Collection and Refinement Statistics of
X-Ray Diffraction

Data collection statistics
Space group P212121

Unit cell, Å a 5 57.7, b 5 71.5, c 5 104.4
Resolution (highest shell), Å 2.04 (2.04–2.12)
Total reflections 150,484
Unique reflections 27,463
Mosaicity 0.38
Redundancy 5.5 (4.4)
I/r (I) 10.8 (6.6)
Completeness, % 99.6 (97.7)
R-merge 0.093 (0.358)
Refinement statistics
Resolution (highest shell), Å 2.04 (2.04–2.09)
Used reflections 26,573
Rwork (highest shell) 0.192 (0.216)
Rfree (highest shell) 0.232 (0.270)
Average B factors, overall, Å 22.17
rms deviations from ideality
Bond length, Å 0.009
Bond angles, Å 1.323
Number of atoms
Protein 3,206
Water 239
PDB ID 2ZKH
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2R ln Ka5 DHvH=T2 DS0 (3)

From the slope of a 2R ln Ka versus 1/T plot, the

van’t Hoff enthalpy DHvH is obtained.

Crystallization

Crystallization conditions were screened using a

Hydra II liquid-handling system (Matrix Technolo-

gies Corp., Hudson, NH) and the sitting-drop vapor-

diffusion method in 96-well plates. TN1-Fab crystals

were grown in 0.2M potassium sodium tartrate (pH

7.2) containing 20% w/v polyethylene glycol 3350

with 19 mg/mL of protein solution at 293 K; this

produced a diffraction-quality crystal with dimen-

sions of 1 3 0.02 3 0.02 mm3.

Data collection and structure determination

X-ray diffraction data collection was performed at

the BL-41XU beam line of the SPring-8 synchrotron

facility using the oscillation method and an incident

X-ray beam of 1.0 Å k. The total oscillation range

was 1808 in steps of 1.08. The cross section of the

incident X-ray beam was 0.05 3 0.05 mm2. To pre-

vent radiation damage to the protein crystal, the

position of the incident beam on the crystal was

shifted every 208 of oscillation angle. The diffraction

data were processed and scaled using the program

HKL200060 and an essentially complete dataset with

2.0 Å resolution and space group P212121 was col-

lected (Table VI). The initial phase information for

TN1-Fab was obtained by the molecular replacement

using PHASER61 and the coordinate of the anti

HIV-1 protease Fab (PDB ID: 2HRP).62 The TN1-

Fab coordinates were rebuilt using XtalView63 and

refined to an R-factor of 19.2%. Residues 130–136 in

the heavy chain of TN1-Fab could not be distin-

guished in the electron density maps and were omit-

ted from the model. The completed model was

refined using REFMAC64 and CNS v1.21.65 The

atomic coordinates were deposited in the Broo-

khaven protein data bank with the accession code

2ZKH. The possible hydrogen bonds between TN1-

Fab and water molecules were found using ACT in

the CCP4i package.66

A structural comparison between the hTPO163-

bound and unbound forms of TN1-Fab was per-

formed using the Lsqkab routine in the CCP4i pack-

age.66 Calculation of the ASAtotal was performed

using the web-based program GETAREA (http://

curie.utmb.edu/getarea.html).67 This program sepa-

rates the accessible surface area into the ASAapolar

and ASApolar components.

ASAtotal5 ASAapolar1 ASApolar (4)

The DASA was calculated using the formula:

DASAtotal5ASAantibody–antigen2 ASAantibody1ASAantigen

� �

5 DASAapolar1 DASApolar

(5)

where ASAantibody–antigen, ASAantibody, and ASAantigen

are the ASAs of the antibody–antigen complex, anti-

body, and antigen, respectively. DASAapolar and

DASApolar are the changes in the apolar and polar

surface areas, respectively.

The DCpcalc, based on the crystal structures,

was calculated from the following empirical

relationship:

DCpcalc5a3 DASAapolar1b3DASApolar J mol21K21
� �

(6)

In Eq. (6), the combinations of coefficients a 5 1.34

and b 5 20.59 or a 5 1.88 and b 5 21.09 were pro-

posed by previous studies.46–49 To improve the accu-

racy of the evaluation of the DASAs, we used both

combinations of coefficients.
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